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Abstract
This thesis provides a comprehensive study of switched-mode dc-dc converters in
terms of dynamic characterization, implementation and operational constraints. The study
concentrates on the maximum-power-point-tracking converters used in photovoltaic
interfacing in order to maximize the power generation. The main objective is to
emphasize the differences between the four basic conversion schemes and to analyze the
dynamical characteristics of the current-fed converters.
Harvesting of solar energy directly into electrical energy is known to be challenging
due to the highly varying terminal characteristics of the energy harvesting unit, i.e.,
generally a photovoltaic generator. The environmental conditions as well as the load
determine its characteristics. The operation point of PV generator has to be kept at its
maximum-power point in order to maximize the harvested energy. The dc-dc switchedmode converters are conventionally used to interface the energy sources possessing
constant-voltage behavior such as batteries or voltage buses but the same converters are
also used as a basis for the maximum-power-point-tracking devices. It is observed,
however, that such voltage-fed converters are not capable of interfacing a photovoltaic
generator optimally because of its current-source nature. Therefore, an additional
capacitor is usually added between the source and converter to enhance the constantvoltage properties of the source and to enable the input-voltage-based feedback control. It
is known that the dual nature of PV generator enables the use of either input-voltage or
input-current feedback control. It is observed, that the input-current control is prone to
saturation of the controller and therefore, the input-voltage control is recommended to be
used. The use of input-voltage control will, however, force the converter operate as a
current-fed converter causing also significant changes to its static and dynamic properties
as well as constraints related to the voltage-fed converters in photovoltaic interfacing.
This thesis presents the generalized dynamic representation of a switched-mode dc-dc
converter which can be applied to analyze all possible conversion schemes. The
representation makes a clear distinction between the voltage-fed and current-fed
conversion schemes and their stability assessment. It is also shown that the current-fed
converters can be implemented by applying three different methods based either on
intuition, explicit duality transformation or adding a capacitor at the input terminal of a
conventional voltage-fed converter. The study includes dynamic characterizations that
have not been presented earlier.
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1 Introduction

This chapter presents the essential background of the thesis and motivation for
conducting the research. The configurations and properties of photovoltaic (PV) energy
systems and the basic dc-dc interfacing techniques based on switched-mode converters
are introduced. The literature survey of previous research is performed and the recent
knowledge of the interfacing methods and issues in PV energy systems are discussed.
Finally, the structure, objectives and the scientific contribution of the thesis are stated.

1.1 Photovoltaic Energy Systems
The wide utilization of nature’s energy reserves has had a very important role in
developing our modern civilization. As a consequence, mankind is now more dependent
on energy than ever. The development has been extremely fast since the industrial
revolution initiated in the 18th century when the non-renewable fossil fuels, such as coal
and oil, were started to be exploited more extensively [1]. The unpleasant fact is,
however, that such a development would inevitably run our planet out of fossil energy
resources. Unfortunately, this was first realized as late as in the 1970s when the first oil
crises occurred. The increased oil prices developed a sudden interest towards alternative
energy sources to substitute part of the conventional energy production. As a
consequence, the utilization of renewable energy sources, such as wind and solar, started
to increase [2],[3]. Today, the oil price is just one motivating factor to seek new
alternatives or develop further the existing renewable energy technologies. The green
politics and the awareness of human impact on Earth have opened new perspectives in
the energy business and formidable increase in the utilization of renewable energy
sources; the concern about climate change, CO 2 emissions as well as the pollution are
strong driving forces to develop environmentally friendly and sustainable solutions for
the energy generation [1]-[3].
The solar or PV energy is recognized as one of the promising ways to secure the
availability of energy and also to decrease the observed emissions and pollution [4]. The
sun is an immense energy resource but only a fraction of its capacity is utilized: the
1
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energy it provides during one hour would cover the yearly energy consumption of the
whole world [5]. The idea of large-scale harvesting of solar energy is reasonable but it
also needs efforts in other fields of technologies such as interfacing techniques. Power
electronic devices possess the feature of high efficiency and they are already widely used
in the conventional power conditioning and grid interfacing units. Thus, power
electronics plays a key role also in the successful utilization of renewable energy sources
[1].
Photovoltaics is a branch of solar energy technology in which the light is converted
directly into electricity. Its history dates back to the mid-1800s when the relation between
the light and electric potential was observed for the first time. The first PV cells were
based on e.g. selenium providing impractically low conversion efficiency. As the silicon
technology developed fast after the mid-1900s, it was eventually observed that the
silicon-based pn-junction could provide much higher conversion efficiency than any
material earlier [6],[7]. Efficiencies more than 20 % have been achieved with silicon cells
(theoretical maximum for silicon is approximately 30 % [8]) and even up to 40 % with
new multi-junction techniques utilizing elements such as gallium and indium [9].
Nevertheless, most of the commonly used PV cells are based on silicon because modern
microelectronics is highly silicon orientated and the manufacturing processes are well
known. Since the efficiency of the PV cell itself is rather low, the interfacing and energy
storing techniques must be as efficient as possible to maximize the amount of harvested
solar energy.
A single PV cell is basically a direct current (dc) source, where the current is
determined by the area of the cell and the amount of exposed solar irradiation. The
voltage of an individual silicon cell is in the order of 0.5 V. Thereby, the cells have to be
connected in series to constitute modules (also known as panels) with reasonable voltage
levels. The resulting modules have basically the same characteristics as the single cell
[10]. The modules are usually grouped into larger entities of series connections (i.e.
strings) in order to constitute, for example, a PV generator of several kilowatts. An
efficient PV power generation also requires that a certain maximum-power point (MPP)
of the PV generator is located. The maximum power is delivered at the operation point,
where the magnitudes of the PV generator and load circuit resistances are equal [11].
This is usually performed by an interfacing dc-dc power converter employing certain
MPP-tracking techniques and algorithms [12]-[15]. The operation point is held at the
MPP by regulating either the current or voltage of the MPP-tracking converter. Smaller
and inexpensive PV systems may not include the power maximizing facilities at all but
just a simple regulator, where the power flow is adjusted e.g. according to the state of
battery charge [10].
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The basic elements of the PV power conditioning system are the dc-dc converter,
single-stage dc-ac converter (inverter) and double-stage inverter shown in Fig. 1.1a-c
[16]-[20]. If the purpose is to charge a battery or regulate a dc-bus as in space and
telecom applications [19],[20], the system can be implemented by using only the dc-dc
converters as depicted in Fig. 1.1a. The battery or bus voltage can be further regulated by
other point-of-load converters. If the PV system is to be connected to the ac-grid
(alternating current), the power conditioning unit requires a dc-ac conversion [16]-[18].
This can be implemented by using either single or double-stage inverter as depicted in
Figs. 1.1b-c. In the single-stage inverter (Fig. 1.1b), a single dc-ac converter regulates the
PV voltage/current and takes care of the grid connection. In the double-stage inverter
(Fig. 1.1c), the dc-dc converter regulates the PV voltage/current and the second-stage dcac converter only performs the grid connection.

Fig. 1.1

Basic elements of a power conditioning system: a) dc-dc converter, b) single-stage inverter and
c) double-stage inverter.

Conventionally, the PV energy systems have been based on centralized MPP-tracking
as depicted in Fig. 1.2. The configuration in Fig. 1.2a is based on one MPP-tracking
central inverter connected to a very large array of strings. This configuration is typical for
large PV power plants and was frequently used in the past. The expanding of this kind of
PV power plant may be problematic because the dimensioning of the existing central
inverter may not comply with the expanded array. Thereby, these systems are being
substituted by string inverter configurations as depicted in Fig. 1.2b [16]. This
configuration is based on MPP-tracking string inverter that can be paralleled in order to
expand the PV power plant.

Fig. 1.2

Centralized MPP-tracking: a) array central inverter and b) string inverter.
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It is well known, however, that centralized MPP-tracking does not always optimize
energy production. The current and hence the energy production of the string may be
significantly decreased even if just one of the PV modules is shaded in the string [21][23]. This kind of partial shading is typically handled by adding one or several bypass
diodes in each module. However, the shaded and bypassed modules result in multiple
local MPPs that complicate the MPP-tracking process and the operation point may drift
far from the global MPP.
The energy losses caused by partial shading can be minimized by utilizing distributed
MPP-tracking techniques based on modular structures as shown in Fig. 1.3 [24]-[30]. The
main idea is to keep the operation point of each module at its own MPP regardless of the
other components in the system. Thereby, the overall energy production is maximized.
The configurations in Figs. 1.3a-b are based on parallel and series connections of
module-integrated dc-dc converters that trace the MPPs of the individual modules [24][27] of which grid connection is carried out by a common inverter without the MPPtracking facilities. The micro-inverter system shown in Fig. 1.3c represents even higher
modularity [28]-[30]; the direct grid-connection is possible because the dc-ac converter is
integrated into each PV module.
Regardless of the benefits distributed MPP-tracking provides, it increases the amount
of power electronics in the system. Consequently, there may be complex interconnected
structures resulting in stability problems. The interface between the dc-dc and dc-ac
converters in Figs. 1.3a-b, for example, is crucial from the stability point of view due to
the interacting input and output impedances of the converters.

Fig. 1.3

Distributed MPP-tracking: a) parallel MPP-tracking dc-dc converters, b) series MPP-tracking dcdc converters and c) MPP-tracking micro-inverter configuration.
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1.2 Issues Regarding Photovoltaic DC-DC Interfacing
The existing energy delivery system was built to support centralized power generation
in large power plants connected to high voltage transmission network. The electricity is
then delivered into a distribution network and further to domestic consumers. PV energy
can be generated in the conventional units but it also supports a decentralized or
distributed power generation as well as many other renewable technologies [31]-[33]. As
a consequence, the small-scale PV systems connected to the distribution network or even
domestic electrical micro-grids have become common. The support mechanisms, such as
green certificates and feed-in tariffs, further encourage new investments towards such
development [34],[35]. Stand-alone or off-grid PV systems have become more common
as well because of their ability to provide a solution for remote and rural areas without
the main delivery of electrical energy [36],[37]. In some locations or applications, such as
orbital space satellites, stand-alone power generation may be the only way to electrify the
system. As a matter of fact, space industry provided the first applications which actually
utilized PV energy [6]. The increased distributed and off-grid power generation has its
drawbacks as well. Such power generation schemes may result in complex grid structures
and cause unexpected problems regarding safety and protection as well as regulatory
matters [33],[38]. The requirements for the off-grid systems are naturally high and
supporting energy storages and generation are usually needed [10].
A fault in a small domestic PV system may not be crucial but the consequences of a
malfunction in more critical PV systems, such as large-scale grid-connected power plant
or space craft power conditioner, can be catastrophic. In addition, some of the problems
may even be unobservable and cause undesired degradation in the energy production.
Indeed, the reliability matters have become a broader problem. The PV modules
themselves, however, are rather reliable elements and may have life expectancies from 20
to 30 years as discussed in [39] and [40]. The main concern is usually the interfacing
power electronic devices, such as MPP-tracking converter and grid-connected inverter,
which are recognized to be the most unreliable units of such systems [41]. Therefore it is
extremely important to have consistent information regarding the nature of the energy
source, interfacing devices as well as the load connected to the system to avoid the
problems already in the design phase.
Electrical loads are usually considered to be current sinks requiring to be fed by voltage
sources such as the electrical grid. Consequently, the power supply design is rather
voltage orientated and the prevailing power processing systems are based mainly on
voltage conversions. There are, however, energy sources which cannot be categorized
strictly as voltage sources. A superconductive magnetic energy storage (SMES) [42], for
example, is an explicit current source and some other energy sources, such as a fuel cell
5
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and PV cell, may possess highly non-linear characteristics that limit their maximum
power and complicate their interfacing [10], [43]-[45].
The PV cell can be considered to be a highly non-linear current source, which has
limited output voltage and power as well as distinct constant-current (CC) and constantvoltage (CV) regions. MPP-tracking facilities are required for maximizing the energy at
the output as discussed in the previous subsection. The non-linear and non-ideal
properties of the PV cell are caused by its physical pn-junction structure. A simplified
circuit model can be composed of a current source in parallel with a diode, capacitor and
shunt and series resistances as shown in Fig. 1.4a [46]. If the parasitic elements are
neglected, the output current can be given according to (1.1) [10],[47].
ipv

§ upv
·
isc  I s ¨ eK U T  1¸
¨
¸
©
¹

(1.1)

where isc is the short-circuit (SC) current, I s saturation current of the diode, K diode
ideality factor and U T thermal voltage. The short-circuit current is directly proportional
to the irradiation and slightly proportional to the level of the cell temperature. The PV
terminal capacitance cpv , dynamic resistance rpv and current ipv as well as the power ppv
depend significantly on the operation point as shown in Fig. 1.4b [46]-[48]. Static
resistance Rpv , not shown in Fig. 1.4b, is simply U pv / I pv and therefore, dependent on
the operating point (in [P1] and [P2] Rpv rcon ). The terminal current ipv remains at a
somewhat constant level ( ipv | isc ) in the CC region up to MPP voltage (upv | umpp ) . The
current decreases if the voltage is further increased in the CV region eventually
diminishing to zero when the open-circuit (OC) condition is reached.

Fig. 1.4

a) Simplified circuit model of a PV cell and b) PV cell output current, power, dynamic resistance
and dynamic capacitance as a function of PV cell output voltage (p.u.)
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Dc-dc converters are essential elements in the MPP-tracking process. They are usually
based either on switched-mode shunt, as in [49] and [50], or series regulation, as in [51][68]. The converters can be further classified into two main classes: voltage-fed (VF) and
current-fed (CF) converters as discussed in [51]. The naming of the main classes is based
on the type of the input energy source, i.e. the VF converter is fed by a voltage source
and the CF converter by a current source, respectively. The structure of the VF power
stage is based on switching cells which provide current sink at the input [69] and
correspondingly, the CF power stage is based on switching structures providing voltagetype input [70]. Naturally, the input energy source and applied input-control methods
have to comply with the nature of the input port of converter. The main classes can be
further divided into sub-classes based on the applied load (current-sink or voltage-type
load) and output-control method (voltage-output or current-output mode). The above
mentioned categorizing yields four different conversion types, such as voltage-to-voltage,
voltage-to-current, current-to-current and current-to-voltage depicted in Fig. 1.5, which
can be dynamically represented by means of the two-port-network parameters known as
G, Y, H and Z [71].

Fig. 1.5

a) Voltage-to-voltage, b) voltage-to-current, c) current-to-current and d) current-to-voltage conversion scheme

The MPP-tracking process of the PV generator can be performed either by controlling
the input current or voltage of the interfacing converter because of its dual nature (i.e.
current and voltage source [P1],[P2]). It is observed that the current control is prone to
saturation, i.e. Kirchhoff’s current law is to be violated when the operating point is
moved to voltages less than the MPP voltage either by the MPP tracker or by changing
environmental conditions. Therefore, the input voltage is recommended to be controlled
in order to avoid saturation [52],[53]. The two-port networks in Figs. 1.5a-b imply that
the application of input-voltage control in a conventional VF converter would not be
feasible because the input voltage is considered a constant variable. The CF converters in
7
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Figs. 1.5c-d, instead, support the input-voltage control because the input voltage is an
output variable. This means also that the Kirchhoff’s laws are automatically satisfied and
the CF converter faces only the topological constraints in respect to the level of input and
output voltages [P1],[P2]. The above discussion means also that the PV generator cannot
be modeled as a voltage source with its whole range of operation points but only in the
CV region applying Thévenin equivalent transformation.
Nevertheless, it seems that the existence of the four conversion schemes, which also
define the possible control variables, is not commonly recognized in the PV converter
design. The authors in [57] and [58] provide a comprehensive study of MPP-tracking PV
systems. The power stages are based on conventional VF converters and, therefore,
supporting only input-current control. The constraints related to the input-current control
are not covered but instead, the input-voltage control is recommended to be used
although it is obviously incompatible with the VF scheme. The current-source nature of
PV generator and beneficial properties of the input-voltage control have been recognized
in [63] and [64] suggesting the usage of the current-to-current converter. The small-signal
modeling in [64] is, however, based on the model fed by a constant-voltage source.
Basically, the converter is a voltage-to-current converter and operates in VF domain. The
authors in [59] provide a comparative study of basic MPP-tracking dc-dc converters but
only the conventional VF converters are covered. The control problem of the MPPtracking converter is recognized in [68]. The suitability of both input-voltage and inputcurrent control is investigated in conventional VF topologies. It was concluded that the
direct control of input current is suitable for all the investigated converters. This is in
accordance with the above presented four conversion schemes which state that the inputcurrent control is naturally suitable for VF interfacing. These studies suggest that the VF
interfacing is the prevailing technique among PV interfacing applications but also that the
differences between the VF and CF domains are not clear.
There are several problems and peculiarities observed to appear in the existing MPPtracking converters. A limit cycle oscillation discussed in [60] and observable e.g. in [72]
is a common problem in the MPP-tracking devices leading e.g. to distorted grid currents
discussed [73]. These may become even more serious problems as the distributed PV
generation increases further. The PV converter systems are also recognized to be prone to
certain types of instabilities as discussed in [54] and [55]. The sudden changes in the
irradiation and partial shading of the PV modules are also challenging for the interfacing
converters and may lead to problems regarding the system dynamics [21]-[23]. The
validation methods of the MPP-tracking converters vary in the public literature as well.
In some studies, the actual PV generator is replaced with a power-electronics-based solar
array simulator (SAS) [29] or with a pure voltage source [62],[73]. The static IV curve of
the SAS may resemble a real PV module but the dynamical behavior may differ from the
actual PV module (i.e. incremental resistance and/or capacitance values). The use of a
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voltage source as an input energy supply neglects entirely the current-source nature of a
real PV module and may give inconsistent information on the behavior of the converter
in real application.
The low-frequency small-signal or incremental impedance of a PV module is known to
be a positive resistance in both CC and CV regions [23],[46]. However, some authors
treat it as a negative resistance in some circumstances [55],[65]. This may cause
problems in the stability assessment of the interconnected systems since the input
terminal of the interfacing device may resemble negative resistance as well. From the
stability assessment point of view, the resistance of the PV module is always positive but
the system requires the minus sign in front of the module output resistance because the
direction of the current is outwards from the source. In some publications, as e.g. in [58]
and [59], a pure resistor is used as a converter load instead of a large capacitor bank or
battery. This may be convenient and ease the practical measurements but it may also hide
internal dynamics of the converter and lead to misinterpretations regarding the stability
issues as discussed in [P2].
PV interfacing is challenging task and there is a need for clarification of the existing
dc-dc converter topologies used in the PV applications. The problem seems to be the
duality transformation which is applied to electric circuits already in the late 1960s [74].
The duality suggests that any electrical circuit can be transformed to its dual circuit, and
the switched-mode power converters are no exceptions. In fact, the duality-based
converters have been introduced since the 1970s [75]-[81] and proposed to be used e.g. in
SMES and PV interfacing or in other current-source applications. Most often the duality
concept is utilized to produce just another type of conventional converter from the
original conventional converter as in [79]. The famous uk converter, for example, is a
dual of the conventional buck-boost converter [75], but considered to be a voltage
converter, because the power stage also includes an additional input inductor and output
capacitor recovering the VF properties.
It is worth noticing that the definition ‘current-sourced’ used in the literature very
seldom corresponds to ‘current-fed’ converters discussed in this thesis. It is common to
name a dc-dc converter ‘current-sourced’ if it has an input inductor but is still fed by a
voltage source [82]. This structure is considered a current source [83],[84]. Basically,
those converters are still conventional VF converters and, to avoid any confusion, the
prefixes ‘voltage-fed’ and ‘voltage-sourced’ or ‘current-fed’ and ‘current-sourced’ should
be used according to the actual input energy source of the converter. The duality also
divides the conduction modes and control principles into VF and CF domains. The
conventional continuous and discontinuous conduction modes (CCM and DCM) refer to
inductor currents but in CF domain they refer to capacitor voltages [79]. The basic
feedback control of a switched-mode converter is implemented by controlling the
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switching duty ratio directly. Conventionally, this is called either direct-duty-ratio (DDR)
or voltage-mode (VM) control. The possible inner-loop control is usually implemented
from the current of the inductor, i.e. current-mode (CM) control. The CM control is not a
property of CF domain where the inner-loop control should be implemented from the
voltage of the capacitor. According to this context, the ‘voltage-mode’ or ‘VM’ control
should refer only to inner-loop control of the capacitor voltage and ‘DDR’ universally to
direct-duty-ratio control.
Fig. 1.6 introduces the dual pairs of certain circuit structures and elements used
commonly in the converter circuits [78]. The conducting switch transforms to nonconducting switch, voltage sources to current sources, inductive elements to capacitive
elements, open circuits to short circuits and vice versa. Consequently, the duality
transformation changes the VF converter explicitly to its dual, a CF converter. The
terminology for the duality-derived CF topologies can be consistently adopted from the
original VF scheme. A conventional VF buck converter, for example, steps down the
voltage, i.e. an input voltage provided by a constant voltage source is converted
according to the duty ratio. Similarly, a CF buck steps down the current, i.e. an input
current provided by a constant current source is converted according to the duty ratio as
discussed in [P4].

Fig. 1.6

Duality transformation of certain circuit structures and elements

The duality-derived CF converters have not become common although the PV or any
current-based interfacing could benefit from them. This is partly understandable seeing as
voltage-orientated systems dominate the electronics and power generation. The need of
CF properties in PV interfacing is, however, recognized but they are usually achieved
implicitly by modifying the conventional VF converter as in [52]-[67]. An additional
capacitor at the input and application of input-voltage control with inverted control
scheme (i.e., the polarity of the feedback and reference signal has to be changed for
proper operation) provide the voltage-type input terminal and the VF converter is actually
transformed into a CF converter. This kind of transformation is not commonly noticed to
take place and, consequently, the change of dynamics of the converter is usually
neglected. The right-half-plane (RHP) zero, for example, appears in the control-to-output
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transfer function if a conventional VF buck converter is modified according to the above
mentioned scheme. The resulting converter is actually a CF boost-type converter, which
incorporates the RHP zero as discussed in [P7]. The existence of the RHP zero in buckderived PV converter is recognized already in the 1970s in [62] and later e.g. in [54] and
[68] but the connections to the dual CF domain have not been made.
PV interfacing may become even more complicated if the control of the interfacing
converter is based on the control scheme such as peak-current-mode (PCM) control [65][67], which utilizes feedback signals from the inductive components. It is not recognized,
however, that the PCM control tries to maintain the converter as a VF converter, which
can reliably operate only in the CV region of the PV generator without substantial
overcompensation in the current loop. In principle, the input-voltage control forces the
converter to be a CF current-output converter although the inner current loop has VF
properties. This incompatibility causes instability problems, which can be analyzed only
by applying both the CF and VF converter models (i.e. H and Y parameter models) for
one physical converter as discussed in [P8].
The stability of the conventional interconnected VF systems is assessed by means of
the impedance ratio known as minor-loop gain [85],[86] by applying the Nyquist stability
criterion. The minor-loop gain, introduced by R. D. Middlebrook in the 1970s, is
composed of the output impedance of the source system and the input impedance of the
load system, respectively [85]. The stability of the cascaded CF system can be assessed
by using the inverse minor-loop gain as discussed in [P2] and [P3] and concluded also in
[87]-[89]. Both of the minor-loop gains are excellent tools for analyzing the stability of
the interconnected PV systems providing consistent explanations for the observed
stability problems.
The static and dynamic properties of the VF converters are well known within the
power electronics society, but a deep understanding of some basic control engineering
principles seems to be at a rather low level. As a consequence of this, it is not recognized
that the changing of input source and using input voltage as feedback control signal have
also changed the dynamic properties of the converter from the original properties even if
the power stages resemble each other. This has led to a situation where the analyses of
the converters are deficient and many of the vital consequences may be unnoticed.

1.3 Structure of the Thesis
In addition to the introduction in Chapter 1, the thesis contains four chapters which are
summarized as follows:
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Chapter 2 provides a basic formalism to model converters at open and closed loop. The
study introduces a generalized representation to cover all four conversion schemes known
as G, Y, H and Z parameters. The effects of non-ideal source and load are analyzed as
well and a general stability assessment is introduced and applied to PV interfacing.
Chapter 3 introduces methods to implement CF converters. The intuitive, explicit and
implicit methods are discussed and illustrated by examples. It is shown how the intuitive
method, and explicit method, based on duality principles have benefits over the third,
implicit method, which is based on modification of existing VF converters.
Chapter 4 provides the experimental evidence for the arguments presented in this
thesis. Different converter topologies and their experimental measurements are analyzed.
Constraints related to VF converters as well as the performance of explicitly and
implicitly implemented CF converters are illustrated. The performance of a PCMcontrolled PV converter is evaluated.
Chapter 5 provides the summaries of the publications [P1]-[P8], final conclusions and
discussion on future topics.

1.4 Objectives and the Main Scientific Contributions
The thesis discusses the true nature of the existing MPP-tracking dc-dc converters in
PV energy systems. It is shown that the CF converters are real and already widely
utilized among these systems but not recognized to exist nor treated accordingly. The
reason may be that the CF converters can be implemented in three ways: 1) by intuition,
2) explicitly by transforming the circuit from the existing VF circuit by means of duality
transformation methods and 3) implicitly by adding an input capacitor at the input of an
existing VF power stage and modifying the feedback control scheme. The latter method
is commonly used and may lead to inconsistent representations if the domain change
from VF to CF is not recognized.
Misinterpretations can be avoided only if the true nature of the converter is recognized
and the analyses are performed accordingly based on proper network representation (i.e.
G, Y, H and Z parameters). The thesis will provide all possible dynamic representations
for the dc-dc converters in terms of different conversion schemes, basic feedback control
methods and effects of non-ideal source and load. The study also reveals new special
parameters of which some are extremely useful in the practical dynamic analyses of the
converters.
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The main scientific contributions of the thesis can be summarized as follows:
x

It is shown that the converters used in the PV energy systems are mostly CF
converters but not commonly recognized due to their implicit implementation

x

A generalized dynamic representation of a switched-mode converter is established
including new dynamically significant special parameters. The representation is
applied to cover all the basic conversion schemes.

x

A generalized impedance-based stability-assessment method is introduced. An
inverse of the conventional minor-loop gain is shown to be valid in analyzing the
stability of interconnected CF systems.

x

It is shown that there are three different ways to derive CF converters: intuitive
approach and explicit and implicit duality transformation.

x

Dynamics of fourth-order step-down current converter or CF superbuck is
introduced for the first time.

x

It is shown that the application of PCM control is not well suited for the internal
control of CF converters.
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2 Generalized Dynamic Representation of DC-DC
Converter

2.1 Introduction
The dynamic analysis of a switched-mode converter can be performed by using certain
network parameter models [71]. The parameters, i.e. transfer functions representing the
dynamics of a converter under DDR control, can be obtained analytically by applying
well-known state-space averaging method [90]. This chapter introduces a generalized
representation that can be applied to describe the dynamic behavior of all possible
conversion schemes at open and closed loop including the effect of non-ideal source and
load. The generalized stability assessment of interconnected electrical systems is
presented and applied to the PV interfacing. The information provided in this chapter
completes the work carried out in [92], [94] and [95].

2.2 Characterization of Arbitrary Switched-Mode Converter
The operation of a switched-mode converter is non-linear due to its variable-structure
nature. The modeling of such a system can be performed by averaging its operation over
one switching period and linearizing the averaged model at certain operation point. The
resulting small-signal model describes the mappings between the input and output
variables (i.e., voltages and currents at input and output terminals) and state variables
(i.e., currents and voltages of the capacitor and inductor).
The linear model can be expressed in matrix form as given in (2.1), where u(t ) is an
input variable vector, y (t ) output variable vector and x(t ) state variable vector. Matrices
A, B, C and D are coefficient matrices consisting of constant elements such as
resistances, inductances and capacitances.
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dx(t )
A  x(t )  B  u(t )
dt
y (t ) C  x(t )  D  u(t )

(2.1)

Dynamic modeling represents the behavior of the converter in a frequency domain.
Therefore, the time-domain equations in (2.1) are expressed in frequency-domain by
utilizing Laplace transformation which yields
sX ( s ) A  X ( s )  B  U ( s )
Y ( s ) C  X( s )  D  U ( s )

(2.2)

X( s ) ( sI  A) 1 B  U( s )
Y( s ) (C  ( sI  A) 1 B  D)  U( s )
 Y( s) G  U( s)

(2.3)

Matrix G is known as the system transfer function matrix consisting of the transfer
functions from the input variables to the output variables. (Note that the input variables
are denoted by x̂ , not û , in further analyses although the input variable vector is denoted
by U( s ) . This is because the small-signal voltages are denoted generally by û ).
Generally, the dynamics of a switched-mode converter can be analyzed by utilizing a
representation given in (2.4) and Fig. 2.1. The system typically has three input variables
T
T
> xˆin xˆout xˆc @ and two output variables > yˆin yˆout @ , where the subscript ‘in’ denotes
the variables at the input terminal (either input voltage or current) and ‘out’ the variables
at the output terminal (output current or voltage) and ‘c’ the general control variable. This
yields six transfer functions to describe the dynamics between input and output variables:
the ohmic characteristics of the input terminal G11 yˆin xˆin , output-to-input transfer
function G12 yˆin xˆout , control-to-input transfer function G13 yˆin xˆc , input-to-output
transfer function G21 yˆ out xˆin , ohmic characteristics of the output terminal
G22 yˆ out xˆout and control-to-output transfer function G23 yˆ out xˆc .

ª yˆin º
« yˆ »
¬ o¼

ª G11 G12
«G
¬ 21 G22

ª xˆ º
G13 º « in »
xˆ
G23 »¼ « out »
«¬ xˆc »¼

(2.4)
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Fig. 2.1

Arbitrary chosen electrical converter system G

The minus sign in front of the transfer function G22 is justified since the general
network presentation in [71] assumes that the current is always flowing into the port but
the direction of the current is, in practice, opposite at the output port. This has been taken
into account in the further analyses of this thesis.

2.2.1 Converter under Feedback Control
Negative-feedback control is commonly utilized to maintain the desired variable
constant at the predefined value. As a consequence, the converter operates at closed loop.
The feedback can be taken only from the output variables ŷin and ŷout yielding two
different sets of closed-loop transfer functions. The closed-loop transfer functions under
input control can be derived from Fig. 2.2 yielding (2.5) where subscripts ‘-o’ denote the
open-loop transfer functions, Lin Gs-in Gc-in Ga G13 input-feedback loop gain, Gs-in input
sensor gain, Gc-in input-side controller transfer function and Ga modulator gain. Input
variable x̂r-in is the reference for the controlled variable and special transfer functions
G21-f and G22-f are known as certain ideal output-side transfer functions.

Fig. 2.2

a) Input and b) output dynamics when the feedback is from input
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G11-o
G12-o
Lin
1
ª
º
ª xˆ º
«
Gs-in 1  Lin » « in »
1  Lin
1  Lin
«
» xˆ
out »
«§ G21-o Lin G21-f ·
§ G22-o Lin G22-f ·
G23-o
Lin » «
«
ˆ



x
«¨
»
¸
¨
¸
¬ r-in »¼
«¬© 1  Lin 1  Lin ¹
© 1  Lin 1  Lin ¹ Gs-in G13-o 1  Lin »¼

G21-o 

G11-oG23-o
G13-o

G22-f

G22-o 

G12-oG23-o
G13-o

(2.5)

(2.6)

The closed-loop transfer functions under output control can be derived from Fig. 2.3
yielding (2.7) where subscripts ‘-o’ denote the open-loop transfer functions,
Lout Gs-out Gc-out Ga G23 output-feedback loop gain, Gs-out output sensing gain and Gc-out
output-side controller transfer function. Input variable x̂r-out is the reference for the
controlled variable and special transfer functions G11-f and G12-f are known as certain
ideal input-side transfer functions.

Fig. 2.3

ª yˆin º
« »
¬ yˆ out ¼

G11-f

a) Input and b) output dynamics when the feedback is from output

ª§ G11-o
L G · § G
L G ·
G13-o
Lout º
 out 11-f ¸ ¨ 12-o  out 12-f ¸
«¨
» ª xˆin º





L
L
L
L
G
G
L
1
1
1
1
1
out
out
out
out
s-out
23-o
out
©
¹
©
¹
«
» « xˆ » (2.7)
«
» « out »
G21-o
G22-o
Lout
1

«
» «¬ xˆr-out »¼
1  Lout
1  Lout
Gs-out 1  Lout ¼»
¬«

G11-o 

G21-oG13-o
G23-o

G12-f

G12-o 

G22-oG13-o
G23-o

(2.8)

The above presented formulations are given for the four different converter schemes
explicitly in Appendix A-F. The mathematical formulations for specific converter models
can be found from [P4]-[P8].
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2.2.2 Effect of Non-Ideal Source and Load
The input source and output load are non-ideal in practice and they may have
significant effects on the converter performance. Fig. 2.4 represents an interconnected
system consisting of the source subsystem S and converter subsystem G. The source
system is assumed to be either voltage or current source possessing ohmic characteristics
(either source impedance or admittance). The input variables of the system are denoted
by ( xˆin1 , xˆout2 , xˆc ) , output variables by ( yˆin1 , yˆ out2 ) and intermediate variables by ( xˆs , yˆs ) .

Converter G fed by a non-ideal source system S

Fig. 2.4

The subsystems in Fig. 2.4 can be presented by transfer function matrices given in (2.9).
By utilizing the intermediate variables, the source-affected transfer functions between the
system input and output variables can be derived as given in (2.10) where G11-xo denote
the ohmic characteristics of the input port when the output port is either short-circuited
(in case current-sink load) or open-circuited (in case of voltage-type load).

ª yˆin1 º
« yˆ »
¬ s¼

ª yˆin2 º
«
»
¬ yˆ out2 ¼

G11-xo

1 º ª xˆin1 º
ª0
«1  S » « xˆ »
22 ¼ ¬ s ¼
¬
ª G11
«1  S G
22 11
«
« G21
«1  S G
¬
22 11

G11-sco

G11-oco

ª xˆs º
« yˆ »
¬ out2 ¼

ª G11 G12
«G
¬ 21 G22

G12
1  S 22G11
1  S22G11-xo
G22

1  S 22G11

G11 

ª yˆ º
G13 º « s »
xˆ
G23 »¼ « out2 »
«¬ xˆc »¼

º
» ª xˆin1 º
» « xˆout2 »
»
»«
1  S 22G11-f
G23 » «¬ xˆc »¼
1  S 22G11
¼
G13
1  S22G11

G12G21
G22

(2.9)

(2.10)

(2.11)

The effect of the non-ideal load can be derived similarly. Fig. 2.5 presents an
interconnected system consisting of the converter subsystem G connected to load
subsystem L. The load subsystem is assumed to be either voltage-type load or current
sink possessing ohmic characteristics (either load impedance or admittance).
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Fig. 2.5

Converter system G connected to a non-ideal load L

The sub-systems in Fig. 2.5 can be presented by transfer function matrices given in
(2.12). By utilizing the intermediate variables, the load-affected transfer functions
between the input and output variables can be derived as given in (2.13) where G22-xi
denote the ohmic characteristics of the output port when the input port is either shortcircuited (in case of input current source) or open-circuited (in case of input voltage
source).

ª xˆ º
G13 º « in1 »
xˆ
G23 »¼ « s »
«¬ xˆc »¼

ª yˆin1 º
« yˆ »
¬ s¼

ª G11 G12
«G
¬ 21 G22

ª yˆin1 º
« yˆ »
¬ out1 ¼

ª1  L11G22-xi
G12
G11
«
1  L11G22
« 1  L11G22
«
G21
G22

«
1  L11G22
¬ 1  L11G22

G22-xi

G22-sci

G22-oci

G22 

ª xˆs º
« yˆ »
¬ out2 ¼

ª L11 1 º ª yˆs º
« 1 0 » « xˆ »
¬
¼ ¬ out2 ¼

º
1  L11G22-f
G13 » ª xˆin1 º
1  L11G22
» « xˆ »
» « out2 »
G23
» «¬ xˆc »¼
1  L11G22 ¼

G12G21
G11

(2.12)

(2.13)

(2.14)

The source and load-affected transfer functions presented in (2.10) and (2.13) are
naturally valid at closed loop as well. The above presented dynamic formulations are
given for the four different conversion schemes explicitly in Appendices A-F. The
mathematical formulations for specific converter models can be found from [P4]-[P8].

2.3 Generalized Stability Assessment of the Interconnected
Electrical Systems
It is well known that the stability of a VF interconnected electrical system consisting of
source and load subsystems can be determined by means of certain impedance ratio
known as minor-loop gain by applying the Nyquist stability criterion [85],[86]. The
impedance-based stability assessment method can be generalized as follows [P3]: Fig. 2.6
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presents an interconnected system consisting of the source subsystem S and load
subsystem L. The systems can be arbitrary electrical systems but the output port of S and
input port of L have to be duals of each other; a current-type output connected to a
voltage-type input or vice versa. The input variables of the system are denoted by
( xˆin1 , xˆout2 ) , the output variables by ( yˆin1 , yˆ out2 ) and intermediate variables by ( xˆs , yˆs ) .
Control variable x̂c is assumed to be zero and the generalized stability assessment is
derived for single-input-single-output system.

Fig. 2.6

An interconnected system

According to the selected variables, the dynamics of the subsystems can be presented
as given in (2.15) and (2.16).
ª yˆin1 º
« yˆ »
¬ s¼

ª xˆs º
« yˆ »
¬ out2 ¼

ª S11
«S
¬ 21

ª L11
«
¬ L21

S12 º ª xˆin1 º
 S 22 »¼ «¬ xˆs »¼

(2.15)

L12 º ª yˆ s º
 L22 ¼» «¬ xˆout2 »¼

(2.16)

The stability of the interconnected system can be studied by constructing the mappings
from the system input variables to the intermediate variables and to the output variables
yielding (2.17) and (2.18). For stability to exist, all the transfer functions have to be
stable, i.e. their poles have to be located at the closed left half of s-plane. If the original
subsystems S and L are assumed to be stable as stand-alone systems, the stability of the
interconnected system is dependent on term 1/ (1  S 22 L11 ) . The boundary for the
instability is S 22 L11 1 , where the poles are located at the imaginary axis and the
system may oscillate at the frequency in which the condition is valid.

ª xˆs º
« yˆ »
¬ s¼

ª S 21 L11
«1  S L
22 11
«
« S21
«1  S L
22 11
¬

L12
º
1  S 22 L11 » ª xˆin1 º
»
S22 L12 » «¬ xˆout2 »¼

1  S22 L11 »¼

(2.17)
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S12 S 21 L11
ª
« S11  1  S L
22 11
«
«
S 21 L21
«
¬« 1  S22 L11

º
»
» ª xˆin1 º
«
»
§
S L L · » xˆ
 ¨ L22  22 12 21 ¸ » ¬ out2 ¼
1  S22 L11 ¹ ¼»
©
S12 L12
1  S 22 L11

(2.18)

In the case of interconnected VF systems, S 22 L11 corresponds to product Z o-SYin-L which
is known as minor-loop gain [85], where Z o-S is the output impedance of the source
system and Yin-L input admittance of the load system. In the case of interconnected CF
system, S 22 L11 corresponds to product Yo-S Z in-L , where Yo-S is the output admittance of the
source circuit and Z in-L input impedance of the load circuit. The product Yo-S Z in-L is
clearly the inverse of the minor-loop gain of the VF system. [87], [P3]
The DC resistance of the PV generator (source impedance Z s ) is known to be positive
resistance rpv that equals the static terminal resistance Rpv U pv / I pv at the MPP
[P1],[P2],[23]. Therefore, instability occurs in the Nyquist sense at the MPP if the input
impedance of the MPP-tracking converter has the property of negative incremental
resistance, i.e. Z o-SYin-L 1 in case VF converter and Yo-S Z in-L 1 in case of CF
converter.

2.4 Conclusion
The generalized dynamic formulations including source and load interactions as well as
impedance-based stability assessment method were given in the chapter. They form the
basis for the thesis and the dynamic analysis of the switched-mode converters and the
systems composing of them. Similar formulations have not been publicly reported.
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3 Implementation of Current-Fed Converters

3.1 Introduction
The implementation of CF converters can be divided into three categories. Firstly, the
CF converters can be implemented intuitively as discussed e.g. in [70]. Basically, the
practical power stage is constructed based on the circuit theory to comply with a currenttype source. Secondly, the CF converters can be implemented by an explicit duality
transformation method from the corresponding VF converter. The third method to
implement CF converters is to add a capacitor at the input of a VF converter and to
provide feedback control from the input voltage.

3.2 Intuitive Implementation
An arbitrarily chosen interfacing device or load does not automatically comply with an
input current source as illustrated in Fig. 3.1. The system in Fig. 3.1a consists of current
source (subsystem S) and current-sink load (subsystem L) requiring that the input current
iS and load current iL are equal in all circumstances. In practice, the input current is
considered as constant but the current-sink load may be based on a controllable switching
device causing a situation where iS z iL . Consequently, Kirchhoff’s current law is
violated. The connection in Fig. 3.1b satisfies Kirchhoff’s current law since it consists of
a dual pair of circuit elements, i.e. a current source connected to a voltage-type load. It
can be concluded that a current source requires an interfacing device that resembles a
voltage-type load.
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Fig. 3.1

a) Invalid and b) valid interfacing of a current source

Consider an implementation of a switched-mode battery charger fed by a constant
current source. The input variables of the system are obviously the input current and
output (battery) voltage and the output variables output (charge) current and input
voltage. First, the physical power stage has to comply with the equivalent model shown
in Fig. 3.2a; the input port must be a voltage-type load to satisfy Kirchhoff’s current law
and the output port a current source to satisfy Kirchhoff’s voltage law. The capacitor is
known to resist changes in the voltage, i.e. it resembles constant-voltage load when it is
charged and voltage source when discharged. Similarly, the inductor is known to resist
the changes in the current, i.e. it resembles current sink when it is charged and current
source when discharged. Therefore, the power stage is based on the usage of an input
capacitor C and output inductor L as shown in Fig. 3.2b.

Fig. 3.2

a) Equivalent model of a CF battery charger and b) the principle of an actual CF power stage

The basic current converters or regulators are based on stepping the current either up or
down. If the input current is higher than the allowed charging current, the current must be
stepped down naturally. Respectively, if the current source provides a rather low current,
the step-up function is desired. The output voltage can be also seen to be reversely
stepped up/down to the input terminal. This is possible because the input source is
assumed to be constant current source of which voltage can be controlled and regulated.

3.2.1 Step-Down Current Regulator
In order to step down the charge current, the current regulation has to be arranged in
such way that it chops the input current. This can be implemented by the switching
structure shown in Fig. 3.3a. Basically, the switch S is chopping the input current and the
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current ripple is filtered by the CL-filter. In position 1 (Fig. 3.3b), the switch provides a
current path from input to output. When the switch is changed to position 2 (Fig. 3.3c),
the input current source is short-circuited and the charge current is maintained by the CL
structure.

Fig. 3.3

a) Step-down current regulator, b) sub-circuit when the switch is in position 1 and b) position 2

The small-ripple approximated currents and voltages at different switch positions are as
follows:
uin-1 U C

uin-2

0

io-1

io-2

IL

uL-2

UC Uo

iC-2

IL

IL

uL-1 U C  U o
iC-1

I in  I L

U in  U o
I in  I o

Io

where switch position 1 is denoted by subscript ‘-1’ and position 2 by subscript ‘-2’.
The relations between the input variables and output variables can be solved by applying
ampere-second balance for the capacitor over one switching period [91]:
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iC (t )dt

³
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0

TS

iC-1dt  ³ iC-2 dt
t1

³

t1

0
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t1

0

(3.1)

where TS is the switching period and t1 the time the switch is in position 1. This time
interval can be expressed by using certain duty ratio D yielding t1 DTS . Consequently,
the output current can be solved from (3.1) as a function of the input current and duty
ratio yielding
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DI in ,

(3.2)

If the losses are neglected, the input power equals the output power (i.e.
Pin U in I in Po U o I o ) and the input voltage can be given as follows:
U in

DU o .

(3.3)

Since the duty ratio D is always equal to or less than one, the step-down function of the
current is obvious according to (3.2) and analogous to conventional VF buck converter
which steps down the voltage instead. Therefore, the converter under study is known as
dual buck or CF buck converter [78],[P4].

3.2.2 Step-Up Current Regulator
In order to step up the current, the current regulation has to be arranged in such a way
that it accumulates the charge current. This can be implemented by the switching
structure shown in Fig. 3.4a. When switch S is in position 1 (Fig. 3.4b) the capacitor is
charged by the input current source and charge current is maintained by the output
inductor. When the switch is changed into position 2 (Fig. 3.4c) the charge current is
accumulated because it is a sum of input current and capacitor discharge current.

Fig. 3.4

a) Step-up current regulator, b) sub-circuit when the switch is in position 1 and b) position 2

The small-signal approximated currents and voltages at different switch positions are as
follows:
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where switch position 1 is denoted by subscript ‘-1’ and position 2 by subscript ‘-2’.
The ampere-second balance for the capacitor is as follows [91]:
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where TS is the switching period and t1 the time switch is in position 1. This time
interval can be expressed by using duty ratio D yielding t1 DTS . Consequently, the
output current can be solved from (3.4) as a function of the input current and duty ratio
yielding

Io

I in
,
Dc

(3.5)

where Dc 1  D , i.e. the complement of the duty ratio. If the losses are neglected, the
input voltage can be given as follows:

U in

Uo
.
Dc

(3.6)

Since term (1/ Dc) is always equal to or more than one, the current-boosting nature of
the converter is obvious according to (3.5) and is analogous to conventional VF boost
converter, which steps up voltage instead. Therefore, the converter is known in literature
as the dual boost or CF boost converter [78],[P7].

3.3 Explicit Duality Transformation
Duality is a well-known concept in electrical engineering [74] and applied in power
electronics since the 1970s [75]-[81]. Duality transformation changes all the circuit
elements and structures into their dual pairs, i.e. voltage sources to current sources,
capacitors to inductors, short circuits to open circuits, parallel connections to series
connections and vice versa. Consequently, VF converters can be transformed into their
dual CF converters. The idea behind the transformation is first to convert the power stage
of the VF converter into equivalent graphs. The transformation procedure can be
illustrated by a simple LC-filter example as shown in Fig. 3.5. First, an ordinary LC-filter
circuit fed by a voltage source (Fig. 3.5a) is redrawn as a graph shown in Fig. 3.5b. The
graph presentation is then converted into its dual graph by means of duality
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transformation methods yielding the dual graph shown in Fig. 3.5c. The final dual CLfilter circuit in Fig. 3.5d is derived by changing all the branches of the graph in Fig. 3.5c
into their dual components.

Fig. 3.5

a) Ordinary LC filter, b) its graph, c) dual graph and d) dual CL filter

If the circuit is more complicated and includes e.g. switching elements, the above
mentioned graph method does not always lead directly to the desired result. The
transformation can be then performed conveniently by placing a dot inside each loop in
the power stage and one dot outside the circuitry and connecting the dots with the dual of
the branches lying between the corresponding dots. Following these procedures a
conventional synchronous VF boost converter shown in Fig. 3.6a, for example, can be
transformed into its dual, a CF boost converter. Fig. 3.6b shows the original power stage
of a VF converter with the corresponding dual branches drawn by dashed lines. Fig. 3.6c
shows the resulting power stage of the CF boost converter.

Fig. 3.6

a) Conventional VF boost converter, b) VF boost converter with its dual graph (dashed line) and
c) CF boost converter
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The switching principle of the conventional VF boost power stage is known to result in
the following relations between its input variables (input voltage and output current) and
output variables (output voltage and input current) [91],[92]:

Uo

U in
Dc

(3.7)

I in

Io
Dc

(3.8)

where the duty ratio D determines the time interval when the transistor S1 conducts.
The corresponding relations for the CF boost converter can be concluded by applying the
duality principles as follows:
U oD

U inD
o duality o I o
Dc

I in
Dc

(3.9)

I inD

I oD
o duality o U in
Dc

Uo
Dc

(3.10)

The CF boost converter shown in Fig. 3.6c and the equations in (3.9) and (3.10)
correspond to the step-up current regulator analyzed in the previous subsection, but the
generic switch S is now substituted with a practical switching structure consisting of
MOSFETs S1 and S 2 .

3.4 Implicit Duality Transformation
It is recognized that a conventional VF converter does not comply with energy sources
that possess current-source characteristics. Thereby, the power stages that incorporate
current sources, such as PV modules, are usually modified by inserting a capacitor
between the input current source and the VF converter. This is understandable according
to Fig. 3.7a-b. It is common to consider voltage source in series with inductor as a current
source [84] and the same idea can be applied to the parallel connection of current source
and capacitor yielding voltage source as shown in Fig. 3.7b. This kind of modification
suggests that the interfacing of a PV module and VF converter could be implemented just
by adding a capacitor between the module and converter. The above mentioned
generalization may, however, lead to misinterpretations in the analysis of the PV power
system because the adding of the capacitor does not practically remove the effects of the
current source or the PV module. The capacitor can be added to ease the PV interfacing,
but then it should be considered as a part of the converter power stage instead of energy
source.
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Common generalizations: a) a voltage source in series with an inductor becomes a current source
and b) a current source in parallel with a capacitor becomes a voltage source.

Consider a battery charger that is based on a conventional VF buck power stage shown
in Fig. 3.8a. If an ideal battery is connected to the output terminal as shown in Fig. 3.8b,
the output capacitor will be neglected because the battery is a short circuit from the
dynamic point of view. Eventually, when the current source and capacitor are connected
to the input terminal as shown in Fig. 3.8c, the power stage actually resembles the CF
boost converter analyzed in the previous subsection instead of the conventional VF buck
converter that was originally planned to be used.

Fig. 3.8

a) Conventional VF buck power stage, b) battery connected to the output terminal and c) current
source and capacitor connected to input terminal

If the switching scheme of the converter is maintained original, i.e. duty ratio D
determines the conduction time of the high-side switch ( S1 in Fig. 3.8), the relations
between input and output variables are as follows:

U in

Uo
D

(3.11)
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I in
D

(3.12)

The equations (3.11) and (3.12) suggest that a decrease in the duty ratio would increase
the input voltage and output current. Therefore, the application of a conventional
negative feedback control does not work desirable but resembles positive feedback
leading to instability. This can be avoided by modifying the switching scheme in such a
way that the conduction time of the low-side transistor is determined by the duty ratio D.
This can be carried out by inverting the gate signals of the transistors S1 and S 2 , yielding

U in
Io

Uo
o inverted control scheme o U in
D
I in
o inverted control scheme o I o
D

Uo
Dc
I in
.
Dc

(3.13)

(3.14)

The same effect can be also obtained by changing the polarity of the feedback and
reference signals in the control system or using a descending PWM ramp signal instead
of the conventional ramp signal.
Now the converter assumed to be a VF buck converter is actually a CF boost converter.
Due to the implicitness of the duality transformation it is not commonly recognized to
have taken place. The confusion is partly understandable because the basic physical
relations of the currents and voltages in the VF buck and CF boost converters are the
same: the input voltage is higher than the output voltage and output current higher than
the input current in both cases. The essence of the power-stage design is, however, to
recognize the correct input variables, which are constant by nature, and the output
variables, which can be controlled. The open-loop analysis does not determine the class
of the converter by itself but the class can change if the controllable variable is not
selected correctly. Basically, any converter topology can be transformed into a CF
converter if the input voltage is controlled and into a VF converter if the input current is
controlled, respectively.

3.5 Conclusion
The chapter introduced briefly the methods to implement CF converters either by
intuition or from the existing VF converters applying duality transformation methods. It
was also demonstrated how an implicit duality transformation may change conventional
VF converters into CF converters but which are still considered to be the original VF
converters even if the steady-state and dynamic analysis yield contradictory results.
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4.1 Introduction
This chapter provides the experimental evidence to verify the arguments presented in
the thesis. The main objective is to prove that the distinction between conventional VF
and CF converters in MPP-tracking PV applications actually exists. The important
features of a real PV module are also illustrated by measurements. Constraints, such as
impedance-based instability, related to VF and CF MPP-tracking converters as well as
the performance of implicitly implemented CF converters are demonstrated by practical
converter prototypes. The converters are introduced in the order which firstly illustrates
the differences in the interfacing constraints between the VF and CF converters,
secondly, the different methods to implement CF converters and finally the effect of
application of PCM control in a CF converter. The mathematical formulations for
specific converter models are presented, in more detailed form, in [P1]-[P8].

4.2 Test Environment and Properties of Photovoltaic Generator
The experimental validating was carried out by measuring frequency responses of the
converter prototypes and PV module by using Venable Industries’ frequency-response
analyzer Model 3120 with an impedance measurement kit. Time-domain measurements
were used as well to complete the experimental validation.
Impedance measurement technique utilized in the experiments is demonstrated in
Appendix G. The Appendices from H to K present examples of Matlab-based predictions
for measured frequency responses of studied converters at certain operation points.
Similarly, Appendix L presents an example of computing the transfer functions of CF
converter with non-ideal source and load. More detailed validation of converter models is
presented e.g. in [P5] and [P7].
The PV module supplying the converter prototypes is RALOSS SR30-36 and the
artificial sun used in the experiments is a fluorescent lamp unit. An example of a
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measurement setup, the lamp unit as well as the converter prototypes are shown in
Appendices M and N. The lamp unit can produce an irradiation of 500 W/m2 yielding an
approximate short-circuit current of 1.0 A, open-circuit voltage of 19.4 V, MPP current
of 0.9 A and MPP voltage of 15.8 V at the operational temperature of 44 °C. The
constant-voltage load at the output of the converter was provided by valve-regulated
lead-acid storage batteries or Chroma 6312A electronic load.
Fig. 4.1a shows the measured frequency responses of PV module (RALOSS SR30-36)
impedance Z s ( Ys1 ) from the short-circuit (SC) to open-circuit condition (OC). The
measuring technique is based on configuration shown in Fig. G.1b (see Appendix G); the
input voltage of interfacing device is varied changing also the operation point of PV
module. The impedance measurements are carried out in several points between the SC
and OC (for PV module under study, range is approx. 0 V – 19.4 V at irradiation level of
500 W/m2). Fig. 4.1b shows the dynamic and static resistances rpv and Rpv captured
from the corresponding measurements. The measurements indicate that the resistances
coincide at the MPP as the power transfer theorem implies and the dynamic resistance is
higher than the static resistance in the CC region (i.e. voltages lower than the MPP) and
lower in the CV region (i.e. voltages higher than the MPP), respectively. The lowfrequency phase is definitely zero, not 180 degrees, at all measured operation points. This
may cause confusion, because the minus sign in front of the DC resistance is a property
of the system in the stability assessment, not the PV module.

Fig. 4.1

a) Measured frequency responses of PV module impedance and b) comparison of dynamic and
static resistances of PV module.

Basically, the magnitude of the static terminal resistance Rpv corresponds to the DC
resistance of input impedance Z in of the output-controlled MPP-tracking converter but
the phase of the impedance may have an initial phase shift of 180 degrees. Consequently,
the input terminal of the converter possesses the nature of incremental negative
resistance, which may lead to impedance-based instability as discussed in Chapter 2.
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In practice, the impedance-based instability can be studied by applying source-affected
transfer functions given in B.2, C.2, D.2 and E.2 (see Appendices B-E), where the effect
of PV module appears either in form of source impedance Z s (in case of VF converters)
or source admittance Ys (in case of CF converters). Because the magnitude of DC
resistance is of interest, the most convenient way to include source effects in the
converter model is to substitute Z s (or Ys ) with predicted dynamic resistance rpv (or
rpv1 ). However, the authentic source effects can be taken into account by measuring the
frequency response of PV module impedance (or admittance), as illustrated in Fig. G.1b
(see Appendix G), and substituting Z s (or Ys ) with it. The measuring techniques
presented in Appendix G also enable the separate measuring of source and input
impedance/admittance. This actually makes the interaction analysis possible because it
would not be reasonable to compare source impedance and already source-affected input
impedance.

4.3 Fourth-Order Buck Converters in PV applications
A conventional DDR-controlled fourth-order buck converter shown in Fig. 4.2, known
also as a VF superbuck, is a frequently used topology in the PV interfacing due to its
continuous input and output currents and voltages [93]. Since the topology is VF by
nature, the voltage-source properties of the PV module are enhanced by adding a large
capacitor Cin (1 mF) in parallel with the module. An accurate operation at the MPP also
requires that the input current ripple is small enough. Therefore, a coupling between
inductors L1 and L2 was implemented to decrease the input current ripple as much as
possible and to avoid the usage of additional input filters. The input-current of the
converter is regulated and output voltage is monitored to avoid the damaging of the
battery at the output. The cascaded controllers operate as follows. During normal
operation, the input current is regulated according to the input-current reference ir-in . In a
practical control system, this appears as a reference voltage ur-in which can be manually
adjusted or provided by a microprocessor-based MPP-tracking unit. As soon as the
battery voltage exceeds the predefined voltage limit ur-out , the output-voltage-limiting
control is activated. This kind of control scheme can be analyzed through voltage-tovoltage and voltage-to-current conversion schemes (G and Y network models presented
in Appendices B and C) shown in Figs. B.1 and C.1. The converter balances between
these schemes depending on the active feedback loops. If the output loop is active, the
closed-loop transfer functions are as given in (C.5) but if only the input loop is active the
closed-loop transfer functions are as given in (B.4). The block diagram of the control
system is presented in Fig. O.1a (Appendix O) and more detailed analysis of the
converter can be found in [P1]. The following will briefly present the results of the
practical experiments.
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Experimental coupled-inductor VF superbuck converter with a cascaded input-current and output-voltage control.

In order to point out the constraints related to PV interfacing, the source (i.e. PV
module and capacitor in parallel) impedance and the input impedance of VF superbuck
were measured under both input-current and output-voltage control at several operation
points. MPP-tracking was not active during the frequency response measurements but the
operation point was varied by changing reference signal ur-in (i.e., ir-in reference for input
current) or ur-out manually.
Under input control, the input impedance is as given in (4.1) implying that there are no
problems to regulate the input current if the input-current loop ( Lyin ) itself is designed
properly. Fig. 4.3a shows the comparison of measured source and converter input
y
at the vicinity of MPP in both CC and CV regions, confirming
impedances Z s and Z in-c
that a minor-loop based instability does not occur since the phase shift between the
impedances does not reach 180 degrees at any operation point. From this point of view,
the operation will be stable in all regions. The sudden changes in the input current may,
however, saturate the input-current controller. This means, in practice, that the inputcurrent reference attempts to exceed the sum of PV module and input capacitor currents,
i.e. iin ! iins  is  icin (Kirchhoff’s current law is to be violated). Fig. 4.3b demonstrates
this kind of phenomenon; when the operation point is moved from the CV region to the
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vicinity of MPP, the input current reaches the short-circuit current of the PV module and
the voltage collapses. This validates also that the PV generator cannot be modeled as a
voltage source within its whole range of operation points.
Z

y
in-c

Fig. 4.3
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·
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1

(4.1)

VF superbuck converter under input-current control: a) source impedance Z s (dashed line) vs.
y
converter input impedance Z in-c (solid line) and b) the saturation of the converter input current
in the vicinity of the MPP.

Under output-voltage control the input impedance is as given in (4.2) indicating that
there are parameters that may cause problems. The loop gain Lgout is usually high at the
1
g
low frequencies. Consequently, the ideal input impedance Z inYin-g f which is known
f
to behave as negative resistance, dominates at the DC according to (4.3). Fig. 4.4a shows
g
under
the comparison of source impedance Z s and converter input impedance Z in-c
output-voltage control at different operation points. The closed-loop input impedance is
clearly negative incremental resistance. At the MPP, the magnitudes of the source and
converter impedances are equal with opposite phases. As a consequence, minor-loopg
, and
based instability takes place. The condition where stability can exist is Z s  Z in-c
therefore the stable operation is possible only in the CV region of the PV module. The
minor-loop-based instability can be demonstrated also by time-domain measurements.
Fig. 4.4b shows a situation where the operation point of the output-voltage-controlled VF
superbuck is moved from the CV region into the vicinity of the MPP. As soon as the
MPP is reached, the instability takes place and the input voltage collapses and operation
point moves into the CC region. The converter cannot automatically recover from the
instability but is stuck in the CC region.
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(4.3)

VF superbuck converter under output-voltage control: a) source impedance Z s (dashed lines)
g
vs. converter input impedance Z in-c (solid lines) and b) the behavior of the converter input current iin and voltage uin (PV module voltage) as minor-loop based instability takes place at the
MPP.

The investigations show that the VF superbuck converter can operate reliably only in
the CV region of the PV module due to the possibility of saturation of current-loop
controller under input-current control and impedance-based instability under outputvoltage control. The additional capacitor in parallel with the module does not change the
source to voltage source and does not have a significant effect on the stability of the
interconnection either because the instability takes place at DC.
The fourth-order buck converter shown in Fig. 4.5, known as CF superbuck is a
recently developed from the conventional VF superbuck converter [69] also by utilizing
duality transformation methods [P5],[P6]. This topology has benefits over the
conventional superbuck converter in PV interfacing in terms of operational constraints.
The input and output currents and voltages are continuous as in the original superbuck
but the CF topology supports the input-voltage control, which is known to be well suited
for PV interfacing. The control system is basically the same as in the VF superbuck
converter (DDR), but now the input regulation is implemented by controlling the input
voltage instead of input current. The block diagram of the control system is presented in
Fig. O.1b (Appendix O). Consequently, the dynamics of such a converter can be analyzed
by means of current-to-current and current-to-voltage schemes (H and Z parameter
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models presented in Appendices D and E) shown in Figs. D.1 and E.1. If only the input
loop is active, the closed-loop transfer functions are as given in (D.4) but as soon as the
output-voltage limiting control is activated, the closed-loop transfer functions are as
given in (E.5). More detailed information on this converter can be found in [P5] and [P6].
The following will briefly present the results of the practical experiments.

Fig. 4.5

Experimental prototype of the CF superbuck converter with a cascaded input-output voltage control.

The compliance of CF superbuck to interface PV generator was investigated similarly
to the VF superbuck in the previous subsection. The output impedances of the PV module
and input impedances of the converter were measured at different operation points under
both input and output-voltage control and the implications of the frequency-domain
measurements were verified with the time-domain measurements. MPP-tracking was not
active during the frequency-response measurements but the operation point was varied by
changing reference signal ur-in or ur-out manually.
The input impedance of CF superbuck under input-voltage control is as given in (4.4).
Again, it can be concluded that if the input-voltage loop ( Lhin ) is properly designed and
the peaking is small enough at the resonant frequency, the impedance-based instability
should not take place. Frequency responses in Fig. 4.6a confirm that the instability is
avoided because the magnitudes of the PV module impedance Z s (Ys ) 1 and converter
h
input impedance Z in-c
do not coincide with opposite phases. It was observed that the
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input controller of the conventional VF superbuck may saturate in the vicinity of the
MPP as demonstrated in Fig. 4.3b. This is not the case with the corresponding CF
converter. Fig. 4.6b shows how the microcontroller-based MPP-tracker sweeps the inputvoltage reference in such way that the operation point of the PV module moves from
deep CC region (5 V) to deep CV region (18 V) and back. The converter operates in a
stable manner in all operation points including the MPP. This validates also that the PV
generator can be modeled as a current source within its whole range of operation points.
h
Z in-c

Fig. 4.6

h
Z in-o
1  Lhin

(4.4)

CF superbuck under input-voltage control: a) PV module impedance Z s (dashed lines) vs. conh
verter input impedance Z in-c (solid lines) and b) time domain behavior of input current iin (PV
module current) and output current io when the input voltage uin (PV module voltage) is swept
by the MPP-tracker from CC region to CV region and back.

The application of output-voltage control makes the CF superbuck prone to the minorloop-gain-based instability similarly to the case of VF superbuck. Under the outputvoltage control, the input impedance of the CF superbuck is as given in (4.5) with the DC
characteristics given in (4.6). Fig. 4.7a shows that the DC magnitudes of converter input
impedance and PV module impedance coincide at the MPP with opposite phases and
instability takes place. The behavior is dual to the VF converter since the condition for
z
, and therefore the stable operation is possible only in the CC
the stability is Z s ! Z in-c
region. The instability can be demonstrated by the time-domain measurements as shown
in Fig. 4.7b: The converter operates first under pure input-voltage control in the CV
region. As soon as the output voltage limit is reached, the output voltage control
activates. Consequently, the instability occurs and the operation point moves quickly
into the CC region, where the converter can operate in a stable manner again.
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Fig. 4.7

CF superbuck converter under output-voltage control: a) PV module impedance Z s vs. converz
ter input impedance Z in-c and b) the behavior of the converter input current iin (PV module
current) and voltage uin (PV module voltage) when the minor-loop based instability takes place.

The operational constraints of the VF and CF topologies are clearly duals of each other
as one could expect. The conclusion is that the current-source properties of the PV
module cannot be hidden by an input capacitor if the input current is regulated. It was
experimentally proven that the CF superbuck is more suitable for PV interfacing under
both input and output control. The VF converter was constrained to operate only in the
CV region due to the possibility of the saturation of the current-loop controller or
impedance-based instability (minor-loop gain). The saturation of the input-voltage
controller does not take place in a CF converter enabling the wide operating range. It was
also demonstrated that it can recover from the impedance-based instability automatically.

4.4 Buck-Derived PV Converters
A conventional buck power stage is commonly used as a MPP-tracking converter due
to its simple structure and implementation. The input current of a VF buck is not,
however, continuous and it is not as such suitable for the PV interfacing. Therefore, a
capacitor is usually added at the input of the converter and the input voltage is regulated
by means of inverted control scheme as discussed in the previous chapter. As a
consequence, the converter actually resembles a dual or CF boost converter. The power
stage is not, however, derived by explicit duality transformation method as the CF
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superbuck in the previous subsection but implicitly by modifying the existing VF power
stage. The transformation is then indirect from the buck-type converter to the boost-type
converter. Therefore, the converter can be also called “buck-derived” PV converter. The
properties of the corresponding converter are analyzed in detail in [P7] and the following
will briefly present the results of the experiments.
Fig. 4.8 shows the experimental DDR-controlled buck-derived power stage connected
to a PV module. The output capacitor is basically neglected due to the battery at the
output terminal and the input capacitor and input voltage control enables the CF
interfacing.

Fig. 4.8

Experimental buck-derived PV converter with a cascaded input-output voltage control

The principle of the cascaded input-output-voltage control system is similar to the CF
superbuck converter introduced in the previous subsection: during the normal batterycharging mode, the input voltage is regulated according to the reference voltage which is
adjusted manually or provided by the MPP-tracking unit. The output voltage limiting is
activated when the predefined output voltage limit is exceeded. Consequently, the
dynamics of the converter can be analyzed by utilizing the H and Z parameter models
introduced in Appendices D and E. The block diagram of the control system can be found
from Appendix O.
As in the previous frequency-response measurements, MPP-tracking was not active but
the operation point was varied by changing reference signal ur-in or ur-out manually. The
measured open-loop responses in Fig. 4.9a show the control-to-input-voltage transfer
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h
function Gci-o
in CC and CV region implying that the input-voltage control can be
implemented without problems. The responses in Fig. 4.9b show that the open-loop
h
has a low-frequency phase shift of 180
control-to-output-current transfer function Gco-o
degrees at the CV region, which is challenging for the control design. As a consequence,
the output-controlled converter is constrained to operate reliably only in the CC region
similarly as the CF superbuck converter. It can also be observed that the RHP zero exists
approximately at I in / (2 U in Cin | in the CC region as analyses predicted in [P7].

Fig. 4.9

h

Measured open-loop responses of a) control-to-input-voltage transfer function Gci-o and b) conh
trol-to-output-current transfer function Gco-o in CC region (solid lines) and CV region (dashed
lines) of PV module.

The time-domain measurements in Fig. 4.10 verify that the converter operates in a
stable manner under input-voltage control. The theoretical input-voltage range of the
converter is from 6 V to 19 V due to the buck nature and the level of output voltage (i.e.,
6-V battery) and the open-circuit voltage of the PV module of 19 V. The location of the
MPP ( U mpp | 16 V, I mpp | 0.9 A ) is observable where the output current io reaches its
maximum value. Fig. 4.10a shows that the operation is stable within this range: the
operation point is swept from 8 V to 18 V and back to 8 V without problems. The MPPtracking with perturb-and-observe algorithm and input-voltage regulation is demonstrated
in Fig. 4.10b. The tracking is initiated from the CC region and moves step-by-step
towards the MPP and finally reaches it.
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Fig. 4.10 Buck-derived PV converter under input-voltage control: the behavior of the converter input voltage uin (PV module voltage), input current iin (PV module current) and output current io during a) the input-voltage reference sweep and b) the MPP-tracking process based and perturb-andobserve algorithm.

If the output control is activated, the stable operation is possible only in the CC region
as the measured frequency responses predict in Fig. 4.9b. The situation can be studied by
the inverse minor-loop gain similarly to the CF superbuck converter. Fig. 4.11a shows
z
coincide with the
how the PV module impedance Z s and converter input impedance Z in-c
opposite phases at the MPP. Consequently, the inverse minor-loop gain equals -1 and the
instability occurs. Fig. 4.11b shows the time-domain behavior of the input voltage uin ,
input current iin and output current io when the minor-loop-based instability takes place.
The converter first charges the battery in the CV region (U in | 18 V) until the outputvoltage control activates and instability occurs. Operation is stabilized when the
operation point enters into the CC region (U in  16 V) .

Fig. 4.11 Buck-derived PV converter under output-voltage control: a) PV module impedance Z s (dashed
z
lines) vs. converter input impedance Z in-c (solid lines) and b) the behavior of the converter input
voltage uin (PV module voltage), input current iin (PV module current) and output current io
when the minor-loop based instability takes place in CV region.
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The experiments verify that the converter is actually a CF boost converter, not the VF
buck, which was the basis of the converter power stage. The VF-buck properties emerge
in the CV region under open loop because the PV module impedance is small neglecting
the input capacitor. However, the CF properties dominate in both CC and CV regions if
the converter operates under input-voltage control.
The controlling of the buck-based PV converter becomes even more complicated if
multiple control loops are involved. The PCM-control is used in the conventional VF
converters due to the many benefits it provides [92]. It is also applied in the PV
converters but it is recognized that the same benefits cannot be achieved. In fact, the
conventional PCM-controlled buck converter is observed to have certain operational
constraints (such as RHP pole) in PV interfacing under different regulation modes [65][67]. It is not, however, recognized that the problems of such a multi-loop interfacing
originate from the relations of incompatible control loops, i.e. loops from both VF and
CF domains. The incompatibilities can be pointed out by introducing both voltage-tocurrent and current-to-current converter models (i.e. Y and H parameter models
represented in Appendices C and D) for one physical PV converter. A detailed analysis of
such a converter can be found in [P8] and the following will briefly present the practical
experiments that support the theoretical findings.
It is well-known that the input impedance of the PCM-controlled buck converter
resembles negative resistance at the wide frequency range and that the power stage has a
property of a voltage-to-current converter at the open loop [92]. If the converter is used in
a PV application as such and its input voltage is controlled, the converter is ‘enforced’ to
operate in the current-to-current conversion mode. Fig. 4.12 shows an experimental
PCM-controlled buck converter with input-voltage control. The PCM-control is
implemented as with a conventional synchronous VF buck converter and the inputvoltage regulation is based on an inverse control scheme (i.e., changing the polarity of the
feedback and reference signals). The block diagram of the control system can be found
from Appendix O.
The frequency responses under pure PCM control (i.e., MPP-tracking and input-voltage
feedback control are not active) in Fig. 4.13a verify that the converter is constrained to
operate only in the CV region. The minor-loop-gain-based instability takes place if the
CC region is entered because the DC magnitude of PV module impedance Z s (dashed
y
coincide at the MPP with opposite phases. Fig. 4.13b shows the timeline) and Z in-pcm
domain behavior of the instability: input voltage uin and output current io collapse and
the operation point moves quickly into the CC region as a consequence of current-loopcontroller saturation.
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Fig. 4.12 Experimental PCM-controlled buck-based converter under outer-loop input-voltage control

Fig. 4.13 Buck-derived PV converter under pure PCM-control: a) PV module impedance Z s (dashed
y
lines) vs. converter input impedance Z in-pcm (solid lines) and b) the behavior of the input voltage
uin (PV module voltage), input current iin (PV module current) and output current io when minor-loop based instability takes place in the MPP region.

The above mentioned behavior is problematic if the input-voltage regulation is applied.
The input-voltage control forces the converter operating as a CF converter but the
internal PCM control tries to maintain the VF properties at the same time. In practice, an
RHP pole appears in the converter transfer functions due to the input-voltage control that
is based on inversed conversion scheme ( D o Dc ) and the converter ceases to operate in
a stable manner [P8]. The RHP pole can be removed by heavily overcompensating the
inductor-current loop as discussed in [66] but the benefits of the PCM control will
naturally be lost as well. The condition for the stable operation is given by
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Uo
I
 in 2 ,
2 L Ts D

(4.7)

where M c is the inductor-current slope compensation, U o output voltage, L
inductance of the power stage inductor, I in input current, Ts switching period and D
duty ratio. Fig. 4.14a illustrates the movement of the pole from the RHP to LHP when the
inductor-current compensation is increased. Consequently, the input-voltage loop Lhin is
stabilized as shown in Fig. 4.14b. Since the stable operation is possible only at a rather
high compensation level, the behavior of the converter basically resembles the inputvoltage controlled CF boost converter, not the PCM-controlled buck converter.

Fig. 4.14 a) Locations of a certain pole (denoted by x) at different inductor-current slope compensation
h
values ( M c ) and b) input-voltage loop gain Lin at corresponding compensation values

The experiments clearly show that the application of a conventional buck converter
may yield undesired surprises in PV interfacing. Indeed, the dual nature of a PV module
complicates the converter design. Therefore, one should pay attention to the true nature
of the converter power stages and control methods used in the PV interfacing. The
feedback from the current(s) of power stage inductor(s) is actually the control method of
the VF converters which is not suitable for controlling the CF converters, where the
internal feedback controls shall be from the voltage(s) of power stage capacitor(s).

4.5 Conclusion
The chapter introduced briefly the experimental frequency and time-domain
measurements carried out during the thesis work. The main focus was in the impedancebased stability issues of PV interfacing especially at the DC level signals. The
measurements clearly confirm that the theoretical findings reported in the thesis overview
and the attached publications are valid.
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This chapter provides the summaries of the papers [P1]-[P8], the final conclusions and
the scientific contributions of the thesis as well as discussion of future topics.

5.1 Summary of the Publications
[P1]
This paper investigates PV interfacing in terms of stability and operational constraints
when the MPP-tracking device is based on a VF switched-mode converter. The
investigations clearly show that the PV generator is basically a current source with a
property of positive incremental resistance at DC. As a consequence, there are two main
reasons for the interfacing problems. Firstly, Kirchhoff’s current law must be satisfied by
ensuring that the input current of the VF converter is always less than the photocurrent. If
this condition is not satisfied, the current controller will saturate and the operation point
of the PV generator shifts to voltages lower than the MPP voltage. Secondly, the
converter is prone to instability if the output voltage or current is controlled due to the
negative incremental resistance appearing at the input of the converter. This can be
studied by means of well-known minor-loop gain and applying the Nyquist stability
criterion. The main conclusion is that the converter can operate reliably only at the
voltages higher than the MPP voltage, i.e. in the constant-voltage region.
[P2]
The main contribution of the paper is to make a distinction between the conventional
VF and CF interfacing and their stability assessments. The paper investigates the stability
and operational constraints of the MPP-tracking CF converter in PV applications. The
investigations show that the CF interfacing does not have the same constraints as the VF
interfacing. Kirchhoff’s current law is satisfied naturally but the input terminal will
resemble incremental negative resistance if the output is controlled. The behavior of the
converter is dual compared to the VF converters and therefore, the stability of the system
can be assessed by means of an inverse minor-loop gain. The conclusion is that the
operating range of the output controlled CF converter is constrained only at voltages
lower than the maximum power point, i.e. constant-current region. However, the CF
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converter is shown to be more suitable in PV interfacing than the VF converter under
pure input control, because it is not prone to the saturation of the input-voltage controller.
It will also recover automatically from the impedance-based instability.
[P3]
This paper investigates the general dynamic properties of CF converters used as MPPtracking devices in PV applications. A general stability assessment of interconnected CF
systems is provided in terms of an impedance-based method. The investigations also
reveal new special parameters that govern either the DC behavior of the closed-loop
converter or affect the source or load interactions. It is pointed out that the CF converters
can be implemented explicitly by duality transformation methods or by adding a
capacitor at the input of the converter and controlling their input voltage. The first
method is straightforward retaining the original dynamic properties of the converter, e.g.
a VF buck converter becomes a CF buck converter. The second method implicitly
transforms the converter into the CF domain with significant changes in its steady state
and dynamic properties, e.g. a VF buck converter becomes a CF boost converter with its
characteristic features such as the existence of RHP zero in its output control dynamics.
[P4]
The implementation of CF converters by using explicit duality transformation methods
is investigated in this paper. It is suggested that the energy sources possessing a currentsource nature may benefit from the use of such converters. The dynamic characterization
of a CF buck converter (called current-sourced buck in the paper) is presented for the first
time by also presenting correctly the controlling of the associated MOSFET (i.e.,
conduction during off time).
[P5], [P6]
These papers investigate the dynamic properties of the fourth-order step-down current
converter or CF superbuck converter and its suitability for PV interfacing. The power
stage of the converter is developed from the corresponding VF converter by applying
explicit duality transformation methods. Its dynamic characterization is presented for the
first time in these papers. The investigations show that the state-space-averaging can be
applied similarly to conventional VF converters. The analytically obtained dynamic
model is verified by an experimental CF superbuck prototype. The main findings of the
investigations are that the converter operates without constraints under input-voltage
control and MPP tracking but the application of output control (in order to avoid battery
overcharge) makes the system prone to instability. It is also observed that the control
design should be carried out in the constant-current region of the PV module because it
represents the worst-case scenario in terms of resonant behavior and damping.
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[P7]
The true steady state and dynamic properties of a conventional buck-based converter in
PV applications are investigated in this paper. It is shown that the commonly used buckbased converter is transformed implicitly into a CF boost converter due to the input
capacitor and input-voltage control. The steady-state relations of input and output
variables as well as the appearance of a RHP zero are clear evidences that the converter
possesses boost-type characteristics. The properties of the original VF buck power stage
are valid only at open loop and at the constant-voltage region of the PV module, because
the output impedance of the module is rather low. This is not, however, true under input
voltage control, which transforms the converter definitively into the CF domain. Inputvoltage control provides the voltage-type input port, which only supports the CF
interfacing. The MPP tracking capability and the existence of a wide operating range are
demonstrated by a practical CF boost power stage. It was also remarked that the damping
in loop gain may vary significantly due to the operation-point-dependent impedance of
the PV generator. However, this actually eases the control design, because the increase in
the loop gain is compensated automatically by the corresponding increase in the circuit
damping.
[P8]
This paper investigates the suitability of conventional PCM control in PV interfacing
converters. The dynamic characterization of a buck-based PCM-controlled converter in
PV applications is presented. The main contribution of this paper is that the PCM control
is not suitable as an internal control method in the CF converters, because the control of
inductor current forces the converter to maintain the properties of VF domain. The PCMcontrolled converter works only with extensively compensated inductor-current loop,
which actually removes the effect of PCM control.

5.2 Final Conclusions
Generally, electrical engineering is based on voltage-orientated thinking. Power
electronics is not an exception, because the VF converters also dominate in power supply
applications. This is understandable because most of the energy sources are voltage
sources by nature. This way of thinking seems to be, however, very persistent and applied
without considering the real nature of the application environment and the theoretical
basis of the controlling, etc. This thesis revealed for the first time in practice that there
are four different main types of converters. The study concentrated on analyzing the
MPP-tracking switched-mode PV converters. One of the main objectives was to
emphasize the distinction between the VF and CF domains in this context.
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It is known that the PV interfacing is challenging due to the highly varying terminal
characteristics of the energy harvesting unit, i.e., the PV generator constructed from
individual PV cells, which basically possesses a current-source nature. The
environmental conditions and load determine its characteristics and therefore, the
generator needs a proper interfacing device to regulate the power flow and trace a certain
MPP. The tracing is often performed by a dc-dc switched-mode converter employing
some MPP-tracking algorithm. This should bring up a question of what kind of
conversion scheme and control methods can be used. Conventionally, this problem is
solved by applying the existing VF converter technologies. The VF converters are
dedicated to interface energy sources possessing constant-voltage properties such as
batteries or voltage buses. This technology is mature and familiar to the design engineers
and therefore the same converters are commonly used as a basis for MPP tracking
devices. It is observed, however, that an optimal PV interfacing with such converters
requires certain modifications. An additional input capacitor is usually added between the
source and converter to enhance the constant-voltage properties of the source. This is a
logical action since the PV generator is basically a current source and the VF converter
does not support it as such. Nevertheless, the regulation of PV voltage is preferred
instead of the current, because the latter one is known to be prone to cause saturation of
the corresponding feedback controller. This means that the input voltage of the
interfacing converter is most often controlled, which is not a property of VF domain. The
investigations in this thesis show that the abovementioned modifications change the
properties of a converter drastically. As a consequence of this, the VF converter actually
transforms into a CF converter and the dynamics and operational constraints change
accordingly.
The study also concluded that the problem in the design of PV converters is that the
duality of electrical circuits is not recognized or treated properly. The duality principles
were first applied in the late 1960s and the duality-derived CF converters were already
introduced in the 1970s. Nevertheless, the CF converters implemented by the explicit
duality transformation have not become common in the PV interfacing although they
support current-type energy supplies by definition. Obviously, the implementation of a
PV converter relies strongly on its voltage-orientated past.
The implementation of CF converters in this thesis was divided into three categories.
Firstly, the converters can be implemented based on intuition. This method is analogous
to the design of conventional VF converters but it is performed under CF domain. The
intuitive approach can be compared to natural problem solving where the conversion
structure is forced to comply with the circuit theory, input energy supply and output load.
This was demonstrated by developing the basic CF buck and boost topologies. The
second method is the explicit duality transformation. It transforms the VF converter into
a CF converter in such a way that the dynamic characteristics are retained, e.g. the VF
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buck transforms into a CF buck. This was demonstrated by comparing experimental VF
and CF superbuck converters. It was also noticed also that the CF superbuck topology,
not characterized earlier, is well suited for PV interfacing due to its continuous input
voltage and output current. The third method is the implicit implementation as discussed
already above. This method is based on the duality as well but it is not commonly
recognized to produce such converters. It was demonstrated both theoretically and
experimentally that a conventional VF buck converter transforms indirectly into a CF
boost converter, which incorporates a RHP zero and duty-ratio dependent resonant
behavior. This kind of transformation may yield undesired surprises in the behavior of
the converter if it is not recognized. The RHP zero, for example, limits the achievable
control bandwidth.
Due to the observed discrepancies in the design of the PV converter, a generalized
dynamic model of a switched-mode converter was developed in this thesis. The
generalized model can be applied to derive all the possible conversion schemes, i.e.
voltage-to-voltage, voltage-to-current, current-to-current and current-to-voltage, which
can be dynamically represented by means of parameters known as G, Y, H and Z. The
first two belong to the familiar VF domain and the latter two belong to the CF domain.
The study included the interaction analyses and operation under closed loop for all the
possible conversion schemes revealing new special parameters. The special parameters
are useful because they govern the DC behavior of the closed-loop of the operation or
affect the source and load interactions. The significance of ideal input impedance and
admittance was pointed out theoretically as well as demonstrated by practical
experiments.
The stability of interconnected VF systems can be studied by means of a certain
impedance ratio known as minor-loop gain by applying the Nyquist stability criterion.
The concept of the minor-loop gain was originally related to the input-filter design of a
conventional voltage regulator and established by R. D. Middlebrook in the 1970s. The
impedance-based stability assessment method was now generalized and the inverse of the
minor-loop gain was shown to be applicable in the CF domain. The practical frequency
and time-domain experiments confirm that the theoretical findings are valid.

5.3 Future Topics
The thesis provided a comprehensive study of converters that were basically forgotten
to exist. It can be said that the dynamic profile of a CF switched-mode converter was
established in this study completing the previous works related to the dynamics of the
conventional VF converters [92],[94],[95]. However, this work was just the beginning
and there are still a multitude of questions left. It is also obvious that the terminology
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used in power electronics has to be modified to correspond to the new situation in order
to avoid confusion.
The thesis analyzed converters operating only in CCM, because it is usually preferred
in PV interfacing. Some applications may, however, benefit from operation in DCM. The
DCM analysis in the CF domain is analogous to the VF domain but the capacitor voltage
is treated as a discontinuous variable, not the inductor current.
Only the basic feedback control methods were covered in this thesis. A control method
that is based on capacitor voltage (analogous to the control of inductor current) is an
interesting CF concept that may yield beneficial properties regarding converter dynamics.
More advanced CF converters may also employ feedforward techniques in order to create
new desired dynamic features.
One challenge is, of course, how the ideas and concepts provided in this thesis will be
adopted into practical usage. Theoretical formulations can often be seen just as academic
trivia that cannot be conveniently applied in practical engineering. This study proves,
however, that there can be a powerful relation between theory and practice if only the
basic concepts related to the nature of energy source, interfacing converter and load are
clear. After that, any difficult and theoretical formulations can be simplified into practical
rules of thumb.
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Appendix B: Voltage-to-voltage conversion scheme (G parameters)

Fig. B.1 Equivalent model of voltage-to-voltage converter with non-ideal source and load
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Appendix C: Voltage-to-current conversion scheme (Y parameters)

Fig. C.1 Equivalent model of voltage-to-current converter with non-ideal source and load
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Appendix D: Current-to-current conversion scheme (H parameters)

Fig. D.1
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Appendix E: Current-to-voltage conversion scheme (Z parameters)

Fig. E.1 Equivalent model of current-to-voltage converter with non-ideal source and load
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Appendix G: Impedance measurement technique

a)

b)
Fig. G.1 Examples of frequency response measurements: a) measuring setup for ohmic characteristics of
converter input and b) PV module output
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Appendix H: Matlab code for VF superbuck converter
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Method to predict transfer functions of VF superbuck converter
%
% Tampere University of Technology
%
% Department of Electrical Energy Engineering
%
% Jari Leppäaho / 2011
%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Coupled inductor parameters
ne = 0.347; k = 0.260; L22 = 7.2138e-6; rL1 = 74e-3; rL2 = 32e-3;
% Operation point and component values
Uin = 17.3; Io = 1; fs = 400e3; Ts = 1/fs; Du = 0.625; Du_ = 1-Du;
C1 = 18.8e-6; C2 = 23.5e-6;
% Parasitics
rC1 = 100e-3; rC2 = 10e-3; rDS = 250e-3; rD

= 50e-3; UD

= 0.3;

% State-space model parameters
Lm = k*L22/(ne^2); Ll1 = L22*(1-k)/(ne^2); Ll2 = L22*(1-k);
L1 = Ll1+Lm; L2 = Ll2+Lm*ne^2; M = ne*Lm; X = L1*L2-M^2;
R1 = rL1+rC2+Du*rDS+Du_*(rD+rC1); R2 = rC2+Du*rDS+Du_*rD;
R3 = rL2+rC2+Du*(rDS+rC1)*Du_*rD;
U1 = Uin+UD+(rD-rDS+Du*rC1-Du*rL1+Du_*rL2)*Io; U2 = U1-rC1*Io;
s = tf('s')
% Coefficient matrices
Am = [-(L2*R1-M*R2)/X, -(L2*R2-M*R3)/X, -(L2*Du_+M*Du)/X, -(L2-M)/X;
-(L1*R2-M*R1)/X, -(L1*R3-M*R2)/X, (Du*L1+M*Du_)/X, -(L1-M)/X;
Du_/C1, -Du/C1, 0, 0;
1/C2, 1/C2, 0, 0];
Bm = [L2/X, (L2-M)*rC2/X, (L2*U1-M*U2)/X;
-M/X, (L1-M)*rC2/X, (L1*U2-M*U1)/X;
0, 0, -Io/C1;
0, -1/C2, 0];
Cm = [1, 0, 0, 0;
rC2, rC2, 0, 1];
Dm = [0, 0, 0;
0, -rC2, 0];
% State-Space model (SSM) and system transfer function matrix (TFS)
SSM = ss(Am,Bm,Cm,Dm); TFS = tf(SSM);
% Transfer Functions
Yin = TFS(1,1);
Gio = TFS(2,1);
Toi = TFS(1,2);
Zo = -TFS(2,2);
Gci = TFS(1,3);
Gco = TFS(2,3);

%
%
%
%
%
%

Input admittance
Input-to-output transfer function
Output-to-input transfer function
Output impedance
Control-to-input transfer function
Control-to-output transfer function
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Appendices
Appendix I: Matlab code for CF superbuck converter
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Method to predict transfer functions of CF superbuck converter
%
% Tampere University of Technology
%
% Department of Electrical Energy Engineering
%
% Jari Leppäaho / 2011
%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Operation point and component values
Uo = 23; Iin = 0.962; Du = 0.57; fs = 400e3; L1 = 485e-6; L2 = 455e-6;
Ce1 = 1.1e-6; Ce2 = 3.1e-6;
% Parasitics
rc1 = 0.08; rc2 = 0.08; rL1 = 0.9; rL2 = 0.9; rds = 0.3; rd = 0.4;
Ud = 0.4;
% State-space model parameters
R1 = (1-Du)*(rc1 + rds) + Du*(rc2 + rd) + rL1;
R2 = (1 - Du)*rc1 - Du*rc2; R3 = rc1 + rc2 + rL2;
R4 = rc1; U1 = Uo + Ud + ((1-Du)*rc2 - Du*rc1 + Du*rL2 + rd - rds)*Iin;
U2 = (rc1 + rc2)*Iin; U3 = rc1*Iin;
s = tf('s');
% Coefficient matrices
Am = [0, 0, -(1-Du)/Ce1, -1/Ce1;
0, 0, Du/Ce2, -1/Ce2;
(1-Du)/L1, -Du/L1, -R1/L1, -R2/L1;
1/L2, 1/L2, -R2/L2, -R3/L2]
Bm = [1/Ce1, 0, Iin/Ce1;
0, 0, Iin/Ce2;
(1-Du)*R4/L1, 0, -U1/L1;
R4/L2, -1/L2, U2/L2]
Cm = [1, 0, -(1-Du)*R4, -R4;
0, 0, 0, 1]
Dm = [R4, 0, U3;
0, 0, 0]
% State-Space model (SSM) and system transfer function matrix (TFS)
SSM = ss(Am,Bm,Cm,Dm); TFS = tf(SSM);
% Transfer Functions
Zin = TFS(1,1);
Gio = TFS(2,1);
Toi = TFS(1,2);
Yo = -TFS(2,2);
Gci = TFS(1,3);
Gco = TFS(2,3);

%
%
%
%
%
%

Input impedance
Input-to-output transfer function
Output-to-input transfer function
Output admittance
Control-to-input transfer function
Control-to-output transfer function
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Appendices
Appendix J: Matlab code for CF boost converter
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Method to predict transfer functions of CF boost converter
%
% Tampere University of Technology
%
% Department of Electrical Energy Engineering
%
% Jari Leppäaho / 2011
%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Operation point and component values
Uo = 6; Iin = 1; Du = 0.6; IL = Iin/(1-Du); fs = 400e3; Ts = 1/fs;
L1 = 47e-6; C1 = 5e-6;
% Parasitics, modified for synchronous mode
rc = 0.004; ri = 0.1; rds = 0.015; rd = 0.015; Ud = 0.0;
% State-space model parameters
Uc = (((1-Du)*rds + Du*rd + (1-Du)*rc + ri)*IL - (1-Du)*rc*Iin +
Du*Ud+Uo)/(1-Du)
s = tf('s');
% Coefficient matrices
Am = [-(ri + Du*rd + (1-Du)*rds + (1-Du)*rc)/L1, (1-Du)/L1
-(1-Du)/C1, 0]
Bm = [((1-Du)*rc)/L1, -1/L1, (-(rd - rds - Du*rc)*IL - Uc - Ud)/L1
1/C1, 0, IL/C1]
Cm = [-(1-Du)*rc, 1
1, 0]
Dm = [rc, 0, rc*IL
0, 0, 0]
% State-Space model (SSM) and system transfer function matrix (TFS)
SSM = ss(Am,Bm,Cm,Dm);
TFS = tf(SSM);
% Transfer Functions
Zin = TFS(1,1);
Gio = TFS(2,1);
Toi = TFS(1,2);
Yo = -TFS(2,2);
Gci = TFS(1,3);
Gco = TFS(2,3);

%
%
%
%
%
%

Input impedance
Input-to-output transfer function
Output-to-input transfer function
Output admittance
Control-to-input transfer function
Control-to-output transfer function
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Appendices
Appendix K: Matlab code for PCM CF boost converter
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Method to predict transfer functions of PCMC CF boost converter
%
% Tampere University of Technology
%
% Department of Electrical Energy Engineering
%
% Jari Leppäaho / 2011
%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Operation point and component values
Uo = 6; Iin = 0.96; Du = 0.69; Du2 = (1-Du); IL = Iin/Du; fs = 400e3;
Ts = 1/fs; L = 15e-6; C1 = 5e-6; C2 = 33e-6;
% Parasitics, synchronous mode
rc1 = 0.004; rc2 = 0.004; ri = 0.1; rds1 = 0.015; rds2 = 0.015;
% State-space model parameters
R1 = Du2*rds2 + Du*rds1 + Du*rc1 + ri;
U1 = (Uo/Du)+(rds2+ri)*Iin/(Du^2);
Uc1 = Uo/Du + ((Du*Du2*rc1 + Du2*rds2 + Du*rds1 + ri)*Iin)/(Du^2);
% Peak-current-mode control
Mc = 0.5e6; Rs = 33/100;
Fm = 1/(Ts*(Mc + ((Du2-Du)*(Du*Uo + (ri + rds2)*Iin))/(2*L*Du^2)));
qL = 1 - (Du*Du2*Ts/(2*L))*(rc1 + rds1 - rds2);
qC1 = Du*Du2*Ts/(2*L); qin = Du*Du2*Ts*rc1/(2*L);
s = tf('s');
% Coefficient matrices
Am = [-(R1+(Fm*qL*U1))/L, (Du-(Fm*qC1*U1))/L, 0
-(Du-(Fm*qL*IL))/C1, (Fm*qC1*IL)/C1, 0
0, 0, -1/(rc2*C2)]
Bm = [(Du*rc1-(Fm*qin*U1))/L, -1/L, (Fm*U1)/L
(1+(Fm*qin*IL))/C1, 0, -(Fm*IL)/C1
0, 1/(C2*rc2), 0]
Cm = [((Fm*qL*rc1*IL)-Du*rc1), (1+(Fm*rc1*IL)), 0
1, 0, 1/rc2]
Dm = [(rc1 + (Fm*rc1*IL*qin)), 0, -Fm*rc1*IL
0, -1/rc2, 0]
% State-Space model (SSM) and system transfer function matrix (TFS)
SSM = ss(Am,Bm,Cm,Dm);
TFS = tf(SSM);
% Transfer Functions
Zin = TFS(1,1);
Gio = TFS(2,1);
Toi = TFS(1,2);
Yo = -TFS(2,2);
Gci = TFS(1,3);
Gco = TFS(2,3);

%
%
%
%
%
%

Input impedance
Input-to-output transfer function
Output-to-input transfer function
Output admittance
Control-to-input transfer function
Control-to-output transfer function
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Appendices
Appendix L: Matlab code for solving effect of non-ideal source and load
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Method to include the effect of non-ideal source and load into the %
% nominal transfer functions of CF converter (H parameters)
%
% Tampere University of Technology
%
% Department of Electrical Energy Engineering
%
% Jari Leppäaho / 2011
%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%% EFFECT OF NON-IDEAL SOURCE, i.e. ideal current source I_ins with Ys
r_dyn = 100;
% Example value of low-frequency impedance of
% PV generator, i.e. dynamic resistance
% (operation-point dependent)
Ys = (1/r_dyn); % Operation-point dependent admittance of
% PV generator (can substituted with measured response)
Zin_oco = Zin + (Gio*Toi/Yo);

% Input impedance at
% open-circuited output
Zin_inf = Zin + (Toi*Gco/Gci); % Ideal input impedance
Zin_S = Zin/(1 + Ys*Zin);
% Source-affected input impedance
Gio_S = Gco/(1 + Ys*Zin);
% Source-affected input-to-output
% transfer function
Toi_S = Toi/(1 + Ys*Zin);
% Source-affected output-to-input
% transfer function
Yo_S = -(1 + Ys*Zin_oco)*Yo/(1 + Ys*Zin); % Source-affected
% output impedance
Gci_S = Gci/(1 + Ys*Zin);
% Source-affected control-to-input
% transfer function
Gco_S = (1 + Ys*Zin_inf)*Gco/(1 + Ys*Zin); % Source-affected
% control-to-output
% transfer function
%%% EFFECT OF NON-IDEAL LOAD, i.e. ideal battery voltage e_o with ZL
r_bat = 1;
% Example value of the low-frequency impedance of
% battery
ZL = r_bat;
% Impedance of battery (can be substituted with
% measured response)
Yo_sci = Zin + (Gio*Toi/Yo);
% Output admittance at
% short-circuited input
Yo_inf = Zin + (Toi*Gco/Gci); % Ideal output admittance
Zin_L = (1 + ZL*Yo_sci)*Zin/(1 + ZL*Yo); % Load-affected
% input impedance
Gio_L = Gio/(1 + ZL*Yo);
% Load-affected input-to-output
% transfer function
Toi_L = Toi/(1 + ZL*Yo);
% Load-affected output-to-input
% transfer function
Yo_L = -Yo/(1 + ZL*Yo);
% Load-affected output impedance
Gci_L = (1 + ZL*Yo_inf)*Gci/(1 + ZL*Yo); % Source-affected
% control-to-input
% transfer function
Gco_L = Gco/(1 + ZL*Yo);
% Load-affected control-to-output
% transfer function
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Appendices
Appendix M: Measurement setup, lamp unit and PV module

a)

b)
Fig. M.1 a) Measurement setup in laboratory and b) lamp unit and PV module used in the experiments
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Appendices
Appendix N: Experimental converter prototypes

a)

b)

c)

d)

Fig. N.1 a) Input-current-controlled VF superbuck converter, b) input-voltage-controlled CF superbuck
converter, c) buck-derived PV converter with MPP-tracker and c) PCM-controlled buck-derived
PV converter
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Appendices
Appendix O: Control block diagrams of the tested converters

a)

b)

c)

d)

Fig. O.1 Control block diagrams of a) VF superbuck converter, b) CF superbuck converter, c) buckderived PV converter (i.e., CF boost) and c) PCM-controlled buck-derived PV converter (i.e., CF
boost)
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